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Values, Mission, and Vision

To Be a Team, members are encouraged to represent themselves as well-rounded
individuals, participate in team bonding exercises, and come to as many build
season days as possible to strengthen our ability to function as a unit.
To Build a Robot, our members go through safety training instructed by our head
mentors. Under the mentors, there are older team members who guide new
members through BCT (Basic Chuck Training) to help them learn the skills they have
mastered. We raise money for our robot and competition costs by having
members learn how to present our program to potential sponsors.
In order to Compete Successfully we assist members in being able to verbally
express themselves to others through practice. Mentors frequently question team
members on their ideas, plans, and on their idea of the team’s goal.
We Build People First by promoting leadership, critical thinking, integrity,
continuous improvement, curiosity about the world, and professionalism.
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Core Values
Integrity

Initiative

Leadership

Continuous
Improvement

Outreach

Curiosity

: the quality of being honest and fair :
: the act of starting something, the beginning
“Having integrity helps us to strengthen team
of something :
relationships and accomplish our goals.”
“Taking initiative in robotics isn’t just being a
-Nolan Langford, 9th grade
leader, it is willingness to get your hands dirty
and is being part of a team.”
- Olivia Ellingwood, 10th grade

: providing direction or guidance, having
influence or success :
: the quality of being better than before :
“One of the most important aspects of Team
“Being able to improve has helped CHUCK,
Chuck that has lead to the success we have
for without it we would not be the team we
had. Team Chuck has given myself and other
are today. By improving, the team has been
members great opportunities to develop
able to grow as a whole from a small little
their leadership abilities and prepare to be an
rookie
team to a large group who has made it
influential member of society.”
to the world championship 2 years in a row.”
- Jacob Barnhart, 11th Grade.
-Tara Fetters, 12th Grade

: the act of extending services, benefits, etc.,
to a wider selection of the population :
“As a team we build people first. This means
our priorities exist beyond robotics. Helping
our community and inspiring in STEM.”
-Cameron Geiger, 12th grade

Teamwork

: the work done by several, each doing a part,
to the efficiency of the whole :
“You are part of a family and everyone is
challenged to do their best work. If you fall,
the team will be there to catch and support
you.”
-Jenna Engeland and Addisen Holdren, 10th
grade

: interest leading to inquiry :
“Wanting to see things in a different way,
and looking at things in a different format.
Leaders must look at everything differently
and be curious enough to see the outcome in
different situations.”
-Sydney Stone, 11th grade

Innovation

: the act or process of introducing new ideas,
devices or methods :
“The way of coming up with new ideas and
letting our mind flow on ways to make our
robot successful in competitions.”
-Tristan Holdren, 9th grade
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Code of Conduct
FRC Team 2147 Code of Conduct
Team 2147 abides by the tenants of FIRST Robotics to act with Gracious Professionalism and
Coopertition. In doing so, we ask YOU the Team Member to agree to follow the following Code
of Conduct:
1. Gracious:
Everyone makes mistakes. Accidents happen. The definition of gracious is to be
pleasantly kind, compassionate; to show mercy, clemency and pardon
i. Team members won’t hold grudges or anger towards another member
from our team or any other.
ii. Teasing others of their mistakes is misplaced comradery. Don’t do it!
Forgive and forget.
iii. Team members understand that retaliation will not be tolerated
2. Professionalism:
One day soon, believe it or not, you will be entering the workplace where you will be
expected to act in a professional manner. Some of the expectations that will be placed
on you, we expect too. These include:
i. Not speaking out against other team members, the organization, or your
supervisors/mentors
ii. All students shall follow the directions of their supervisors and shall not
be insubordinate, rude or act in defiance
iii. Team members shall maintain professional and clean hygiene, as to not
be offensive to those around them. Showers everyone! ☺
iv. Use of non-prescription drugs, alcohol, or tobacco is strictly prohibited
v. Under no circumstances will a team member threaten or initiate violence
against others
vi. Sexual harassment is a serious issue in schools and in the workplace.
There is no tolerance for this behavior! Offenses include: sexual jokes
and innuendos, comments about another’s body, lewd
comments/gestures directed toward another, soliciting dates and
hookups, taking inappropriate photos, sending unsolicited texts/photos,
using social media for any of the above
vii. Public displays of affection are definitely non-professional! Team
members agree to maintain self-control – and distance! – as not to reflect
poorly on our team, or make others around you uncomfortable. Did you
know that out in some workplaces you can be charged with sexual
harassment if you kiss in front of someone? Seriously.
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viii. Language should be clean and free of profanity.
3. Coopertition:
Our team works together, and is required to work professionally with other teams.
When in contact with other teams and people in the stands, remember to act
professionally. Encourage, support, assist, and be courteous!
By signing you are eligible to travel with the team, agree to follow the Team 2147 Code
of Conduct, and acknowledge that violation may result in your parents being called to
take you home.

Student Signature and Date

Parent Signature and Date
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Origin Story
2006
Our team first emerged in 2006 at West Valley High School as Agent Eagles. Eric Groshoff,
a science teacher, and Brad Liberg, a shop/CAD teacher, were sought out by the
manufacturing group of Greater Spokane Incorporated (GSI) to start a FIRST robotics
program. The organization promised mentorship and sponsorship for the program. After
multiple meetings with interested students, the school board, and other participating
schools in the area, Agent Eagles dove head-first into the program for their first season in
2006-2007.

2007
As a rookie team with only 18 active members, two teachers, and two adult mentors, the
Agent Eagles were able to build a simple robot that ranked 20th overall in the Portland,
Oregon competition. Things only improved, as knowledge, complexity, and efficiency of
the robot increased

2012
In 2012, the Agent Eagles decided to rebrand and transformed into team Chuck: a fierce
team with a curly mustache.

2016
We named 2016 “The Year of the Rose” in honor of our Mentor Gabe Rose, who was one
of the founding students 10 years ago. We competed for the Entrepreneurship Award for
the first time and won it at the West Valley and Central Washington events. We also won
our first blue banner at the West Valley event! We succeeded at the World Championship
in St. Louis and ended up having the best defensive robot in the world.

2017
Team 2147 has continued grow over the 11 years of its existence. We have created two FLL
and FTC teams, and mentor other FRC teams including Shadle Park. We have been able to
focus on serving people : working with youth who are at risk, going to Seafair to spread
the message of FIRST, hosting our offseason event Robot Rewind and so much more. For
the second time, our robot went to the world championship. This time, in Houston. We
continued to perform, and made it to finals on the Turing field, where we won one of our
matches!

2018
Entering into the 2018 competition season for the twelfth year, our team has 29 members,
13 girls and 16 boys. We revised the 2147 plan, as well as reviewed our SWOT Analysis,
and finally, recentered our thoughts on our core values. We gained multiple new
members who are taking apprenticeship opportunities to learn the skills that team CHUCK
offers.
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Organizational Structure
Team 2147 has four departments:
Event Planning, Manufacturing, Build/Design, and Marketing.
The team hierarchy is: Head Mentor, 2nd Head Mentor, Adult Volunteer Mentors, Student
Leadership Team, and Team Members.
Our Head Mentor oversees every aspect of the team; focusing on helping the Build/Design
crew, all things related to FIRST membership, and overseeing the finances.
The members of the Student Leadership Team are the seniors and/or the most
experienced students capable of leading and teaching. Each department has Leadership
Team positions. Involved with Build/Design are Lead Electrical, Lead Programmer, Lead
Designer, and Lead Builder, all of whom have their own subgroups to oversee.
The team members in Build/Design
work with their Mentors and
Leadership Team to build the robot
and participate in fundraisers.
The 2nd Head Mentor is in charge of
two departments: FRC Event Hosting
and the Manufacturing Department.
Although his main focus is to lead
Manufacturing, he is also in charge of
the West Valley event and the
Eastern WA Set Up/Tear Down
Crew.
Manufacturing's Leadership Team
position is the Lead Manufacturer.
Manufacturing’s responsibilities
include creating components,
building the practice field, and
participating in fundraisers.
Our fourth category is the Marketing
Team. The marketing mentor keeps
members on track and teaches them
how to manage and sell the team as a business. Head Marketer is the Leadership Team
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position for this department. Marketing works to get sponsors, run fundraisers, create
giveaways, and help the Head Mentor manage expenses.

Resource Management and Job Distribution
Who Raises Funds?
1. Lead Mentor
a. Contacts businesses to arrange opportunities for the
engineering department to visit and tour local engineering
companies
b. Gets school board approval for fundraisers
nd
2. 2 Lead Mentor
a. Strengthen community business connections and Marketing
department
b. Sends sponsorship packets to businesses
c. Distribute sponsorship packets to all team families
3. Team Chuck
a. Participate in fundraisers (Snap, restaurant nights, summer day
camps, etc.)
b. Be prepared with elevator speeches for spontaneous
presentations
Who Ensures Funds are Properly Spent?
1. Lead Mentor
2. 2nd Lead Mentor
3. Student Leadership Team
4. Marketing Department
5. Team
Who Finds and Engages Sponsors?
1. Lead Mentors
2. Marketing Department
a. Brainstorm local businesses that we can approach to present
our team to
b. Deliver sponsorship packets
c. Present Thank you gifts
d. Send weekly updates to current sponsors
3. Student Leadership Team
4.Team CHUCK
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Who Recruits Team Members?
1. Lead mentors
a. Identify and ask the kids in their daily classes
2. Student Leadership Team
Who Recruits Team Members (cont.)
3. Marketing Department
a. School banners
b. Scholarship Fair
4. Team CHUCK
a. Word of mouth by team members
Use of robots at school and Community Outreach Events
How Does Team CHUCK Recruit Mentors?
1. Ask companies we approach for donations if they have anyone who
would like to contribute as a mentor. Our sponsorship packet lists this
as a way of being a sponsor in lieu of financially
2. Alumni from years past
3. Retired teachers
4. Parents of team members
How Does Team CHUCK Ensure FIRST Principles Remain Core to Our Efforts?
1. Have a clear Mission statement
a. Be a Team
b. Build a Robot
c. Compete Successfully
d. Build People First
2. Principles Board
a. Every idea, iteration, and decision gets related back to our core
principles and mission
b. Team members post sticky notes, or write a note on the
corresponding Principle Board when they can connect a
decision back to part of the mission
c. This helps them keep in mind the mission of what we're doing
3. All decisions should fit under our Mission
a. Ask: Does it help us Be a Team? Build a Robot? Compete
Successfully? Build People First?
b. If so, then it belongs!
4. Have a Vision that inspires our mentors, students and community
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Relationships
Our team seeks to engage, inspire, and educate.
We engage our members by holding meetings once a week where they write down
experiences they have had throughout the week that reflect our core values, challenged
them as a person, or obtained our team objectives. By doing so, members inspire and
educate one another as they express their hardships and successes.
Mentors frequently stop team members and question what they are learning and how
they can improve, which inspires team members to be better.
In order to retain our sponsors, Team 2147 goes to their places of business to explain the
program through speeches and presentation boards. The team strives to reveal the direct
impact company’s donations have on the team and the great things CHUCK can
accomplish. Frequently, Team 2147 brings the robot to companies and schools who are
interested in seeing the full extent that our team can perform.
Our team educates the community by attending events such as Millwood Daze, and
driving our robot around while talking to adults and children about the FIRST program.
Something that is very important to our team is inspiring and educating youth about the
world of robotics and engineering. In summer of 2017, we hosted a four day STEM camp
for kids ages five through twelve . During our time together, kids used lego build sets to
learn the engineering design process, experience trial and error, and understand what it
feels like to succeed in an engineering project.
We create robots for school events such as for the skit for the Golden Throne spirit
basketball game. Our 2018 contribution to the Golden Throne was creating a “batmobile”
for students to ride in.
Bringing the value of FIRST to our team members, mentors, and community is our top
priority.
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Outreach and Enrichment
Our team’s greatest resource is the time our members and mentors volunteer.
We go to neighborhood events such as Millwood Daze, the West Valley Block Party, and
ValleyFest to show the people who pay for us to go to school the great things FIRST
teaches us. We also go to citywide community events such as First Night and Hoopfest to
show off our robot and the FIRST program to the people of Spokane and beyond.
In order to ensure FIRST continues to grow, our team aids young FLL, Minds-I teams, as
well as beginning and mentoring new FTC teams in our district Additionally, we created
the Inland Northwest STEM Exhibition - held each spring hosting Minds-I teams as they
compete in their yearly challenge, and inviting FLL, FRC, and FTC teams to come together
and hang out with each other, their robots, and the community.
We also build robots for school spirit events, work at the GEAR UP scholarship fair, help at
FLL competitions around Spokane, and actively pursue teams to mentor in FLL, FRC, and
Minds-I.
By supporting these organizations, our team encourages growth on a steady basis with
the comfort of knowing they have Team 2147’s full support.
In the interest of our team members getting the most out of their FIRST experience, our
program includes BCT (Basic Chuck Training), team building exercises, team lunches, and a
leadership team.
By having a leadership team, members learn how to be influential leaders and giving
those who follow them a voice and resource.
Team 2147 uses our time effectively to benefit our community, FIRST, and team members.
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Basic CHUCK Training (BCT)
BCT is an off season training program our mentors developed to train and equip all
incoming team members “chucklets” and advance our veteran students.
Each category has “pins” that can be earned that show the student as qualified in a
particular field. The idea is based off the Boy Scout merit badge system where there are
specific requirements in each department that must be fulfilled in order to be certified.
For example:
Marketing BCT
● Pass elevator speech test
o Allows you to be in the pit at competition
● Present our business plan to a company in the community
● Participate in team building seminars
The current BCT categories are:
Electrical
Manufacturing
Mechanical
Pneumatics
Marketing
Programming
Fundraising
Prototyping
Design
We also offer Advanced BCT where our veteran students learn more advanced skills, and
how to teach the basic skills to incoming members.
Team members are required to finish their BCT certifications in order to move from being
a “Chucklet” to a veteran.
This program helps us develop our student leadership program as well as to be able to
“hit the ground running” when build season begins.
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For Our Future - The 2147 Plan
To achieve our goals, we've divided our future plan into three groups: outreach, team, and
sponsorship. We've integrated the 2-1-4-7 program for optimal results.

Outreach Plan
2 New FTC or FLL teams we mentor
1 STEM camp per summer
4 FIRST specific events we help with
● West Valley Event
● FLL Extravaganza
● Robot Rewind
● Team Volunteers at Mt. Vernon and District Competition
7 Community events to bring FIRST awareness to our area
● Millwood Daze
● West Valley Block Party
● Seth Woodard Math Night
● Scholarship Night
● Spokane Empire Game
● Golden Throne Basketball Game
● West Valley STEM Camp

Sponsor Plan
2 Ways for students to be involved in team sponsorship
● Elevator speeches
● Team mission statement
1 Sponsor update per week
4 Fundraising Projects per year
● Restaurant Nights
● Parent’s night out
● Spaghetti feed & Pancake feed
● Sponsor Luncheon
7 New team sponsors per year

Team Plan
2 Assigned Chucklets per veteran
1 BCT program (Returning in 2018)
4 Team building events per year
7 New team members per year
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Sponsors
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SWOT Analysis
Two years ago, we did our first all team SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats) Analysis. Again, in 2018 we sat down as a team and
evaluated our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. All team members
were encouraged to participate. The results are as follows:
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Team Photos
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